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INTRODUCTION

WHY DID WE CREATE THIS GUIDE?

E

ntrepreneurs in today’s marketplace face cutthroat competition, savvy
consumers, and daunting odds of survival. Indeed, just 50 percent of all new
small businesses survive five years or more, and only one-third survive ten
years or more according to the Small Business Administration. Businesses that prevail
have one critical thing in common — they have succeeded at building a brand.
You have probably worked incredibly hard and spent a lot of money developing your
brand, and such an investment merits protection with trademarking. A trademark is
a “word, name, symbol, or device, or any combination thereof” used by a person in
commerce to “identify and distinguish his or her goods, including a unique product,
from those manufactured or sold by others and to indicate the source of the goods.”
Services, on the other hand, are protected by a service mark, which serves the same
function as a trademark but identifies services instead of goods.
Registering your trademark can help you safeguard and further establish your brand’s
identity. To draw an analogy, building a brand and not registering a trademark is like
buying a new Mercedes and leaving the keys in the ignition and the doors unlocked.
You’ve put too much into your brand to leave it vulnerable to competitors who can
exploit the goodwill of your business for personal gain. Trademarking is the solution,
and this guide will show you how.

WHOM DID WE WRITE THIS GUIDE FOR?

T

his guide is for small business owners, entrepreneurs, and others who are
in the early stages of building a business. If establishing a unique brand and
differentiating your products or services is a priority for your business, this
guide is a must-read. If attracting and retaining customers matters to you, then
trademarking should matter to you. For those considering trademarking a business
name or logo, the material provided here can serve as a springboard for registration.
This guide will walk you step by step through the process of trademark registration and
explain how trademarking can help grow (and protect) your unique business.
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HOW WILL THIS GUIDE HELP?

T

his guide comprises seven chapters that will equip you with the basics of
registering a trademark, including how to trademark a business name and a
logo, the benefits and methodology of performing a trademark search, how to
protect and renew a mark, and the advantages of consulting with a trademark attorney.
While each chapter is a free-standing mini-guide that you can read independently of the
others, it would behoove you to read the entire guide at least once as you embark on
the trademark registration process. Then, you can return to the pertinent chapters as a
reference as needed.
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CHAPTER 1

H

ow important is it for a business to trademark its name? Entrepreneurs often
reason that their operations are modestly sized and local, thus making federal
trademark protection unnecessary, costly, and time-consuming. However, the
recent case of DuClaw Brewery v. Ska Brewing Co. (2013) shows otherwise.
In 2005, a small Colorado brewery, Ska Brewing, began producing Euphoria pale ale.
In 2009, Maryland-based DuClaw Brewery, maker of Euforia Toffee Nut Brown Ale,
registered a trademark for “Euphoria” beer. In 2012, DuClaw also acquired rights to
“Euforia.” Soon thereafter, DuClaw sent a cease-and-desist letter informing Ska that
DuClaw was the rightful mark owner.
In response, Ska filed a petition with the USPTO’s Trademark Trial and Appeal Board
to cancel DuClaw’s “Euforia” and “Euphoria” trademarks. Ska asserted common-law
rights to the “Euphoria” mark, since the brewery had used it continuously in commerce
in connection with ale and beer since 2005. After a messy and expensive legal battle, the
USPTO canceled DuClaw’s trademark, finding Ska the rightful owner of the “Euphoria”
mark.
The moral of the story: Ska could have avoided a costly legal battle and the resulting
disruption of business if it had just properly trademarked its brand name. Because
registration affords some evidentiary presumptions of validity — in this case, to DuClaw
— Ska shouldered the burden of proof even though it was the rightful owner of the mark.
Like your business, Ska was a small, local operation, but that did not make it immune to
national infringement threats.
You’ve put a lot into building and protecting your business’ good name, and
trademarking that name with the following five steps can help you further insulate
yourself from infringement.
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CHAPTER 1

CHOOSE A NAME
Every business must register a trade name, but that does not
confer trademark rights. You’ll need to register with the USPTO
if you want your name as your trademark. In choosing your
business name, keep in mind how it will fare as a trademark, or a
brand that designates the source of your product or service, as
well as its goodwill and quality.
Choose a unique name that is not in use; you can research
this by doing a preliminary Web search using Google’s search
engine. Also think about how your name will look online, in
a logo, on social media, etc. Finally, consider if your name is
professional, appealing to your market, and reflective of your
corporate vision.

STEP 2

ASSESS YOUR TRADEMARK’S AVAILABILITY
Next, perform a search using the USPTO’s Trademark Electronic
Search System (TESS) to determine if another company has
registered a name identical or similar to yours for related types
of goods or services. An attorney can help here by knowing
what to search for and identifying possible infringement claims.

STEP 3

COMPLETE AN ONLINE REGISTRATION FORM
If you don’t find any possible infringement with your name,
you can trademark your name with online registration, which
costs $275 to $325. You’ll need to provide information like the
category of goods and services you will sell under the mark, the
date of the first use of the mark in commerce, and whether the
mark you want has a design element.
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BEGIN USING YOUR MARK IMMEDIATELY
Assuming your name does not infringe upon any other
trademarks, don’t wait until you trademark your name to begin
selling under your name. Remember the brewery case — you
acquire meaningful common-law rights if you can establish that
you used the mark in commerce first, so the sooner you begin,
the better. You can also attach the “TM” symbol to your name
before you register the mark. Legally, the “TM” symbol just
means that you are publicly asserting ownership of the mark.
Assuming your name doesn’t infringe on any other trademarks
or service marks, you can freely use the “TM” symbol.

STEP 5

WAIT FOR APPROVAL
According to the USPTO’s website, applicants should receive
a response within six months of filing. The USPTO can reject
your application for a number of reasons, such as your name
being too generic, similarity to another mark and likelihood
to cause confusion with other prior-registered trademarks,
deceptiveness, descriptiveness, or being “primarily merely a
surname.” Since the USPTO does not refund the registration
fee if it rejects your application, you might actually end up
saving money in the long run by consulting a trademark lawyer
before you file.
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s it really imperative that you trademark your logo? Consider Apple, a once-obscure
purveyor of personal computers. The company’s logo began as a rainbow-colored
apple that identified Macintosh computers. Decades later, that unassuming apple is
ubiquitous among electronics — from phones to music players — signifying what is the
most valuable brand in the world.
In consumers’ minds, the apple logo is inextricably entwined with the Apple brand;
it represents nonconformity, creativity, and innovation. Apple has marketed itself
as unique in the electronics industry, offering products unlike any others. Its brand,
worth an estimated $104.3 billion according to Forbes, is everything, and consumers
recognize the brand through its logo, an emblem of its identity.
Like Apple’s apple logo, your company’s logo essentially is your brand, your distinctive
identity. Given a logo’s power and import, it makes sense to protect it with a trademark.
If you have lofty aspirations for your business, now is the time to safeguard your brand.
Trademarking a logo can be time-consuming — the United States Patent and Trademark
Office (USPTO) cautions that application processing could take anywhere from a year to
several years. Start the registration process early with these four steps.

CREATE YOUR LOGO

STEP 1

LOGO

YO
UR

You need to decide on a logo that your company can feature
on products and printed materials. Your logo can be a symbol,
image, shape, stylized words, or a combination thereof. When
designing your logo, make it is as unique as your business— aim
for distinctiveness, not descriptiveness.
For instance, if you sell tutoring services online, your logo
shouldn’t be the words “Online Tutors” alone. Descriptive
and/or generic terms and images won’t pass muster with the
USPTO. This is where you might benefit from consulting with a
trademark attorney.
An attorney can help you navigate the design process to achieve
the distinctiveness requisite for trademark approval. While you
focus on creating a logo that speaks to your company’s vision,
your attorney can ensure that your design complies with the
USPTO’s directives.
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PERFORM A TRADEMARK SEARCH

STEP 2

OTHER
BRAND

OTHER
BRAND

OTHER
BRAND

Other
BRAND

Many companies already have trademarked logos, and many
more have pending applications for marks they intend to use.
This puts you at risk that someone has already registered a very
similar or identical logo. In that case, if you use your logo, the
original holder of the mark can sue you for infringement.
To avoid this, first conduct a trademark search on the USPTO
website to check for possible infringements. Remember that
a trademark search for a logo involves more than looking for
a company name; you’ll also have to search through graphical
representations to spot identical or similar marks.

START YOUR TRADEMARK APPLICATION

STEP 3

LOGO

YO
UR

Once you have a clear, high-resolution representation of your
logo, start filling out the standard trademark application. You
will also need to provide a detailed description of the logo and
the goods and services provided under it. Applicants must
follow specific rules in doing this, as explained in the USPTO
Acceptable Identification of Goods and Services Manual.
Also consider the extent of the trademark protection you want.
You can register your mark with either the Principal Register
or Supplemental Register. If you plan on doing business
internationally, you have additional options to register your mark
abroad. A trademark lawyer can help you weigh these options to
determine the best route for your business.
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WAIT FOR TRADEMARK APPROVAL
A Trademark Examiner will review your application and approve
or reject it. An Examiner might reject your mark for any number
of reasons, including if it is generic, immoral, deceptive of the
geographic origins of the goods or services, or likely to cause
confusion with registered marks. Applicants do not receive a
refund if their trademarks are rejected, so it’s best to get your
application right the first time.

STEP 5

PROTECT YOUR MARK
Once the USPTO approves your logo, you will receive guidelines
on how to maintain your trademark. You can also protect your
mark with a trademark watch service, which is a service that
alerts you when third parties use a logo too similar to yours.
While you can order a trademark watch on your own, it’s wise
to recruit an attorney to put the watch in place so he/she can
counsel you when infringement occurs.
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ou’ve probably put a lot of thought, creativity, and strategy into creating your
name or logo. Perhaps it came to you in a flash of genius one night or resulted
from a strategic brainstorming session. Either way, you’re sure that your mark
is inherently unique, and thus, feel no need to conduct a trademark search.
The reality, however, is that the odds aren’t exactly in your favor. In the U.S. alone,
there are over 1.9 million registered trademarks. Likewise, the United States Patent and
Trademark Office’s (USPTO’s) Trademark Electronic Search System (TESS) includes
more than 6.7 million pending, registered, and dead federal trademarks. With staggering
numbers like those, the likelihood that a registered mark is identical or confusingly
similar to your name or logo is fairly high.
Furthermore, simply performing a federal trademark search through TESS for similar
registered marks is not enough. Consider the case of Barnhardt Manufacturing Co.
v. Wildwood Gin, Inc. In that case, Barnhardt Manufacturing petitioned the Trademark
Trial and Appeal Board (TTAB) to cancel Wildwood Gin’s “ULTRACLEAN” trademark
for cotton on the grounds of priority and likelihood of confusion. Barnhardt asserted
common-law rights to the mark, alleging that it had used the mark continuously in
commerce since 2006, when it made a single shipment to Israel. Wildwood first used
the mark in 2008.
The TTAB canceled Wildwood’s trademark, finding that Barnhardt’s single shipment in
2006 constituted a bona fide use of the mark in commerce and thus established priority
of use. Keep in mind that Barnhardt didn’t have a federally registered trademark during
this period; it only had common-law rights to the mark. Because Wildwood failed to
do its due diligence beyond a federal trademark search, it had its trademark canceled
and its brand invalidated. Had the company performed a more exhaustive search that
included non-federally-registered marks, it could potentially have spared itself this
setback.
Clearly, a thorough trademark search is critical to the registration process, and an
attorney can do the most comprehensive search for you and advise you on filing. If you’re
not ready to seek counsel yet, follow these steps to get a good start on your search.
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SEARCH THE TESS DATABASE

STEP 1

First, search the USPTO’s TESS database online to see if any
registered or pending trademarks resemble yours. Most users
can rely on the basic word mark search and default settings.
Doing so will search all the words in your query. You can also
search a single word in your query using “OR,” or search for an
exact match.

SEARCH ON GOOGLE

STEP 2

Google

As illustrated by the aforementioned case, not all trademarks in
use are federally registered. This is where a trademark lawyer
can be especially useful, as he/she will likely have access to
premium databases that catalogue common-law trademarks.
However, if you’re searching on your own and can’t afford
access to a database like Thomson CompuMark or Corsearch,
then Google is your best bet. Search for every iteration of your
mark you can think of — alternate spellings, with and without
spaces, and with and without quotation marks. Make use of
Google’s query modifiers, and don’t forget to search Google
News and Google Images separately.
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.net .uk

.web .co

.usa

WHOIS

.com

.co.cr

STEP 3

SEARCH DOMAIN NAME RECORDS
Most business owners filing a trademark application also will
want the corresponding domain name. Unfortunately, you don’t
really have any recourse if someone else already owns that
domain name. Unless you used your mark in commerce prior
to the owner’s registration of the domain name, you won’t get it
without paying the asking price.
A search of domain name records can yield results that don’t
appear in Google for various reasons, including Google’s
removal of the site from its index or the owner’s request. Try a
tool like Instant Domain Search, which will show the availability
of the domain as well as “WHOIS” information (i.e., who
registered the domain name). If you find the domain you want is
taken but inactive — such as a site that just contains ads — this
decreases the likelihood that you’ll encounter any trademark
issues with that domain owner. You can also use the WHOIS
function to contact the owner to see if you can purchase the
domain for a reasonable price.
Remember to search for as many iterations of the domain as
possible. Try experimenting with different top-level domains as
well (i.e., .net, .org, etc.).
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W

hile not advisable, it is possible to file a trademark cheaply without an
attorney. Federal registration of your trademark, of course, affords the
broadest protection but is not necessary to establish trademark rights in
your geographic region. Once you begin using your mark in commerce, you acquire
what are known as common-law trademark rights. Common law rights may prevent a
competitor in your region from selling goods and/or services under the same mark or a
similar mark if you were the first to use the mark in commerce.
On the other hand, federal registration can confer many benefits that a common
law trademark cannot, including nationwide protection, formal notice of use, and
presumptive validity if it is contested. To register a trademark on your own, you will
need to perform a search of registered federal trademarks using the Trademark
Electronic Search System (TESS). Searching the database for your trademark and
iterations thereof will identify marks that are identical or confusingly similar to yours.
Also search Google and domain names for marks with common-law rights, or those in
commercial use without federal registration.
Once you have established that your mark is unique, you can submit your trademark
application online through the USPTO. Depending on the application you choose, you will
pay a filing fee of $275 or $325. If you’re trademarking a logo, you will need a clear, highresolution image of the design. With all trademarks, you’ll also need to file a description
of the goods and services that you will sell under your mark. While you should receive
a response from the USPTO in six months according to its website, some applications
can take a year to several years to process fully.
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PITFALLS OF REGISTRATION WITHOUT LEGAL COUNSEL
Most startups and small businesses don’t have much of a budget to devote to the
registration process, so to save money, many decide against retaining a trademark
attorney. However, this strategy is “penny-wise and pound-foolish” for a number of
reasons. First, an attorney can help ensure your mark is registrable by conducting a
comprehensive search of databases of common-law trademarks, state trademarks and
federal trademarks — databases you may not otherwise have access to without paying
expensive fees.
Second, an attorney can advise you during the application process on matters like how
best to describe your goods and services. Remember that if the USPTO determines
your trademark is unregistrable, it does not refund the filing fee, and a lawyer can help
you avoid costly rejections. Finally, an attorney can assist in policing and enforcing your
trademark rights once they’re granted.
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ou’ve invested a lot in building a brand and establishing a trademark to preserve
your business’ identity and reputation. You want to protect your trademark with
the same vigilance you would show your brand itself. After all, a trademark is
only useful to your business if you maintain and enforce it. Otherwise, it’s like installing
a state-of-the-art home security system that you never arm. The following six steps
will walk you through how you can best protect your trademark, a bulwark against the
exploitation of your invaluable brand identity.

STEP 1

USE IN COMMERCE
If you have an established trademark, you’re probably
already using it in the course of business, and it’s wise to
continue doing so. Some entrepreneurs make the mistake of
establishing a trademark and then reserving its use to protect
against infringement until they federally register the mark. In
reality, avoiding the use of the mark in the ordinary course of
business can attenuate your claim to it and weaken its federal
registrability.
To protect common-law rights to your mark and meet federal
standards of registrability, you must demonstrate its use in
commerce, which the USPTO defines as “the bona fide use of
a mark in the ordinary course of trade, and not made merely to
reserve a right in a mark.” You will need to demonstrate that you
have made sales in a good faith effort to establish a trade.
Token use, or “use made solely to reserve rights in a mark,” is
insufficient. For example, having T-shirts or tote bags made with
your logo or name on them may not suffice, as such uses are
primarily ornamental or decorative. Rather, you must show your
mark “on or in direct connection with [your] goods” or services
according to the USPTO.
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CONSULT COUNSEL FROM THE START

STEP 2

START

Without legal expertise, you can only do so much to protect your
mark. Small, budget-conscious companies sometimes avoid
hiring an attorney because it’s too expensive, but they end up
spending more than they would have if they’d retained counsel.
Smaller companies can fall prey to “trademark bullying,”
wherein larger companies threaten litigation when the smaller
companies are actually the senior users of the mark.
An attorney can help you avoid these costly quagmires in the
first place by ensuring the uniqueness of your mark during the
trademark search process. Afterward, a lawyer can advise
you on how to handle infringement claims as they come. By
the same token, an attorney can counsel you on whether
an infringement suit is cost-effective and advisable when
unauthorized use of your mark occurs.

STEP 3

FEDERAL REGISTRATION
You may have common-law trademark rights now, but if your
mark is not federally registered, your brand is still vulnerable.
Federal registration gives your mark national protection,
or protection that is not confined to your geographic area,
and provides competitors with formal notice of the mark’s
ownership. Additionally, if your mark is contested, federal
registration gives your mark the presumption of validity, placing
the burden of proof on the other party.
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USE APPROPRIATE SYMBOLS
Even if your mark is not federally registered, you can use the TM
(™) symbol, which means you are publicly asserting ownership
of the mark. You can use this designation as long as your mark
doesn’t infringe on another. Once you obtain federal registration,
you can use the registered trademark symbol (®), which serves
as notice that the preceding word or image is a mark registered
with the USPTO. These symbols inform competitors that they
cannot use the mark without legal ramifications.

STEP 5

SET UP A TRADEMARK WATCH
Once you have obtained federal registration, you can set up a
trademark watch service to monitor activity associated with
your mark. Much like hiring a security service for a vacation
home, a watch service will alert you of unauthorized use of your
mark by third parties. Watch services can oversee
domain names as well as state, national, and international
trademark registries to prevent dilution of your brand by
trademark squatters.

STEP 6

ENFORCE YOUR RIGHTS
When you become aware of possible infringement, consulting
with an attorney will help you decide the proper course of
action. Firing off cease-and-desist letters indiscriminately can
backfire, especially if they’re unnecessary or contain the wrong
information. A trademark lawyer can help you draft these letters
when warranted and initiate litigation judiciously. Remember you
will also need to renew your trademark between the fifth and
sixth year following registration to keep it active, and also every
10 years after the registration date.
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t’s true that you don’t need an attorney to apply for a federal trademark. Anyone
can pursue federal trademark prosecution, or the process of filing an application
with the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) and responding to
challenges. The requisite database, the Trademark Electronic Search System (TESS),
is free and available to the public, and anyone willing to pay the filing fee can submit a
trademark application online.
However, the fact that federal trademark prosecution is possible without counsel
doesn’t mean that it’s advisable or effective. Consider a study from the University of
North Carolina published in the Stanford Technology Law Review in 2013. The study
found that 82 percent of applications prosecuted by attorneys were approved for
publication in the Official Gazette, while only 60 percent of applications prosecuted
by pro se applicants (those without counsel) were approved for publication. At the
first stage of the application process, applicants improved their chances of trademark
approval by 37 percent simply by having an attorney.
While hiring a trademark attorney is not necessary, it greatly improves your chances
of successfully registering your mark. Your trademark encapsulates the story of your
business and is the emissary of first impressions on customers. You owe it to your
brand and your mark to approach the prosecution process well-equipped, and retaining
an attorney is the way to do that. Below, learn more about what a trademark lawyer does
and why retaining one can put your business at an advantage in the trademarking process.

WHAT A TRADEMARK ATTORNEY CAN DO
At every step of the process, a trademark attorney can offer valuable guidance to
increase your application’s chances of approval. First, an attorney can evaluate the
registrability of your mark to anticipate possible reasons for rejection. Rather than
submitting marks blindly, receiving rejections, and having to pay multiple filing fees to
reapply, an attorney will tell you how to submit the most registrable mark.
Second, a lawyer who specializes in trademark law will have access to databases that
include all types of trademarks, not just those with federal registration. While pro se
applicants can access some databases of common-law and state trademarks, they will
have to pay substantial fees to do so.
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Third, trying to navigate the lengthy and legalese-filled trademark application form on
your own can be overwhelming. If you misunderstand the instructions or otherwise
make a mistake, the USPTO can reject your application on that basis alone. Hiring a
trademark attorney who knows the form inside and out might cost you some money up
front, but it will save you the expense of a rejected application down the road.
Fourth, an attorney can help you write the description of goods and services that must
accompany your application for trademark. The USPTO can reject your application if
your description is insufficiently specific, so your attorney can guide you on what to say
and how to say it.
Finally, a trademark attorney’s usefulness continues even after application submission.
Your attorney can help you respond to the USPTO’s queries or refusals in addition to
potential objections from competitors once your mark is published for opposition.

FINDING THE RIGHT TRADEMARK ATTORNEY
You now know how critical an attorney is to the preservation of your brand, but you
don’t want to hire just any attorney. Try first researching lawyers who specialize in
trademark law.
You’ll want a lawyer with considerable experience filing trademark applications.
Similarly, your lawyer should also have experience in resolving trademark disputes. You
can see if an attorney has handled disputes in the past by searching the Trademark Trial
and Appeal Board on the USPTO’s website.
Next, contact your prospects to set up initial consultations during which the attorney
can enumerate his/her services, credentials, and experience. You can also explain your
needs at this time and discuss fees. Some attorneys charge a flat fee for trademark
prosecution, while others charge by the hour. Either way, the attorney should be able to
give you some idea of what legal counsel will cost.
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specially for pro se applicants, the trademarking process can be lengthy and
tedious. After all that work, the last thing you want is to have to do it all over
again. If your trademark expires, as thousands of trademarks per year do, the
United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) will cancel your mark, and you’ll
have to start from scratch. In the time it takes you to resubmit your application, you run
the risk of losing your mark to another applicant.
To avoid this, you will need to renew your trademark at the intervals specified by the
USPTO. Below is a five-step guide that will walk you through the trademark renewal
process so you can keep your mark in perpetuity.

FIND YOUR REGISTRATION DATE

STEP 1

Your trademark paperwork should have a registration date that
you will need to know for renewal purposes. If you don’t have
these documents handy, you can search for your trademark’s
status on the USPTO’s site. When you find the status page, look
for the line that says “registration date.”.

DETERMINE WHEN YOU NEED TO RENEW
STEP 2

2008

5

201

If you do not renew your mark by the six-year anniversary of
its registration, the USPTO can cancel it. You can send in your
renewal paperwork five years after your registration date but
no later than six years. For example, if you registered your mark
on October 8, 2009, you can submit your renewal request any
day from October 8, 2014 to October 8, 2015. However, the
USPTO does allow a six-month grace period for late filings with
additional fees.
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FILE A SECTION 8 DECLARATION

STEP 3

8

You’ll need to fill out a Section 8 Declaration, or a “declaration of
use/excusable nonuse of a mark in commerce” form, in order
to renew your mark. With the form, you will have to include
an image file of your mark in commercial use. Submitting the
Section 8 Declaration costs $100 for the government fee, and
the USPTO assesses an additional $100 late fee to those who
submit a Section 8 during the six-month grace period.

FILE A COMBINED SECTION 8 AND
SECTION 9 APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL
AFTER YEAR NINE

STEP 4

8

9

After the nine-year anniversary (but no later than the ten-year
anniversary) of your trademark registration date, you will
need to file a Combined Section 8 and Section 9 Application
for Renewal. The purpose of this is to verify that you have not
abandoned the mark and continue to use it in commerce.
That means a company that registered its mark on October 8,
2009 would have to file its Combined Section 8 and Section
9 Application on or after October 8, 2018, and on or before
October 8, 2019. The government filing fees at this point are
$100 for the Section 8 and $400 for the Section 9, or a total of
$500.
The USPTO also allows a six-month grace period after the 10th
anniversary for late filing, but you will pay a $100 penalty per
form. That means that, if you file a Combined Section 8 and
Section 9 Application during the grace period, you will pay a total
of $700 — $500 for the forms and $200 in penalties.
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CHAPTER 7

FILE A COMBINED SECTION 8 AND SECTION 9
EVERY 10 YEARS THEREAFTER

STEP 5

YEARS

You need to file a Combined Section 8 and Section 9 Application
for Renewal every ten years after the registration date. So
you will file for renewal again between your 19- and 20-year
anniversary dates, and then again between your 29- and 30-year
anniversaries, and so on until you no longer use the mark.
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B

usinesses that succeed have to do many things well, not the least of which
is building a brand identity. Your brand is synonymous with your identity and
product quality in the consumer’s mind, and trademarking is how you protect
those invaluable assets. This guide shows entrepreneurs and small business owners
why trademarking is imperative for growth and how to go about the process most effectively.
The trademark registration process empowers entrepreneurs like you by affording
your mark — whether it be a name, logo, slogan, or combination thereof — federal
protection. Registering your mark with the USPTO confers a host of benefits on your
brand, including national protection, the presumption of validity if the mark is contested,
and formal notice of ownership. Federal registration insulates your mark, and thus your
business’ unique identity, in ways that common-law trademark rights cannot.
Fledgling businesses also tend to be money-conscious, which is why many
entrepreneurs attempt the trademarking process without legal counsel. As this guide
has already pointed out, though — simply because it is possible to register a mark
without a lawyer does not mean that it’s advisable.
Mistakes in your trademark application can, at the very least, cost you a bundle in
non-refundable government filing fees. At the most, missteps can lead to the rejection
or cancellation of your mark, allowing competitors to dilute the brand you worked so
hard to build. The costs of either of these outcomes can be prohibitive, amounting to far
more than you would pay in legal fees to get it right the first time.
You’re developing a potent, distinctive brand that will hold enormous significance to
customers. With something that valuable, you owe it to your business to recruit an
expert to guide you through the trademarking process strategically, maximizing your
application’s chances of approval. To secure your mark, avail yourself of the valuable
information in this guide and on SecureYourTrademark.com. This guide can serve as
a resource during every stage of the process, but only an attorney can offer counsel
tailored to your unique business needs.
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Before you embark on the trademark process, find an experienced, knowledgeable
attorney you can trust. Xavier Morales of SecureYourTrademark.com was named the #1
trademark attorney in the United States by The Trademark Insider in 2010. To date, Mr.
Morales has filed more than 4,700 trademark applications for entrepreneurs like you.
Mr. Morales can help you enhance the registrability of your mark, conduct an exhaustive
trademark search, prepare and file your trademark application, and protect and maintain
your mark.
If you’d like to know more about how to trademark your name, logo or slogan, or if you
have a question about the trademarking process, contact Mr. Morales today via phone
or email. You also can go ahead and file your trademark on SecureYourTrademark.com,
if you’d prefer to get the wheels in motion for your trademark application today.
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